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1. Introduction. The general problem of Mayer with variable end points

as proposed by Bliss (V, p. 305) f is that of finding in a class of arcs

(1:1) Vi = Vi(x) (xi Ü x á Xi-, i " 1, • • •, »)

satisfying a system of differential equations and end conditions

4>a(x, y, y') = 0 (o - 1, • • •, m < «),

fcbb y(*0, », y(ft)l = o (p = i, • • •, p = 2« +1)

one which minimizes a function of the form

g[xi, y(xi),Xi, y(xi)].

Bliss has shown that this problem is equivalent to a problem of Bolza (V,

p. 306) in the sense that each can be transformed into one of the other type.

For the problem of Bolza the function to be minimized is

C**
I = g[xi, y(xi),xt, y(xt)] +   I   f(x,y,y')dx,

•/«i

and it is clear at once that the problem of Mayer is a problem of Bolza having

fmO.
Sufficient conditions for the problem of Bolza have been established by

Morse (XI, p. 528) and Bliss (XII, p. 271). However the hypotheses which

they make, in particular that of normality on every sub-interval, imply that

the function / is not identically zero, and the sets of sufficient conditions es-

tablished by them are therefore not applicable to the problem of Mayer with-

out further modification. In view of this fact it is the purpose of the authors of

the present paper to establish a set of sufficient conditions for the problem

of Mayer with variable end points. This will be done in two parts, the first of

which is the paper here presented, dealing only with the special case in which

the number of end conditions \f/ß = 0 is exactly 2«+1. By methods similar to

those used by Bliss for the problem of Bolza (XII, pp. 261-274) the results

obtained will be extended to the general case in a second paper by Hestenes.

* Presented to the Society, April 8, 1932; received by the editors June 9, 1932.

t Roman numerals in parentheses refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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The problem considered here is an obvious generalization of the classical

problem of Mayer and reduces to the latter when the expression to be mini-

mized is the function g = yi(x2) and the end conditions ^„ = 0 are the condi-

tions
xi — ai = yt(xi) — ßa = Xi — a3 = y¡(xt) — ßj2 = 0

(i = 1, • • • ,n;j = 2, • • • , n),

the a's and ß's being constants. Sufficiency theorems for the classical problem

have been established by Egorov (II, p. 376), Kneser (I, p. 250; VIII, p. 290),

and Larew (VII, p. 65), who use in each case an w-dimensional field defined

in the (re+l)-dimensional space of points (x, yi} • • • , y„) by an (n — 1)-

parameter family of extremals passing through a fixed point. Such a field

does not seem to be applicable to the problem considered here, but one can

use instead a field of re+1 dimensions defined by an re-parameter family of

extremals in (x, yi, • ■ • , yn)-space. The construction and use of such a field

are important features of this paper. An (re+1)-dimensional field of this sort

is applicable to the more special classical problem of Mayer also, and a

fundamental sufficiency theorem for this case can be established in this way

with greater ease and fewer restrictions than have hitherto been required.

2. Preliminary remarks. In the following pages it is assumed that the

various indices have the following ranges unless otherwise explicitly specified:

i,k — 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n; a, ß = 1, 2, • • ■ , m < re;

P,a= 1,2, ••• ,2n+ 1; r = 1, 2, ••-,«- 1;

s = 1, 2, • • • , 2» - 1.

The tensor analysis summation convention is used freely throughout. We

make the following hypotheses concerning a particular arc En whose mini-

mizing properties are to be studied :

(a) The functions y,(x) defining Ei2 are continuous on the interval Xi x2,

and this interval can be subdivided into a finite number of parts on each of

which these functions have continuous derivatives.

(b) The functions <pa have continuous partial derivatives of the first

three orders in a neighborhood 9î of the values (x, y, y') on £i2, and at each

element (x, y, y') in 9Î the matrix \\<i>av'k\\ has rank m.

(c) The functions g, \J/P have continuous partial derivatives of the first

two orders in a neighborhood of the end values (xu yn, x2, y a) of En in which

the determinant

.... g*i Sun i** iva

lApxi fmi        ^p*> ifto.-i

is different from zero.
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An admissible set (x, y, y') is a set interior to 9Î and satisfying the equa-

tions 0« = O. An arc (1:1) having the continuity properties described in (a)

is called admissible if all of its elements (x, y, y') are admissible. The defini-

tions of equations of variation and of admissible variations used in the

following pages are those of Bliss (V, p. 307; IX, p. 677). The problem of

Mayer here proposed can now be more precisely stated as that of finding in

the class of admissible arcs satisfying the end conditions ^P = 0 one which

minimizes the function g.

I. The first necessary condition. For every minimizing arc Ei2 for the

problem of Mayer as here proposed there exist constants d and a function

F=\a(x)<ba such that the equations

(2:2) ¿V =   f FVidx + a,  <¡>a = 0
J xi

are satisfied at each point of E12. The multipliers Xa(a;) are continuous except

possibly at the values of x defining corners of El2 and do not vanish simulta-

neously at any point of El2.

To prove this theorem one needs only to combine the methods used by

Bliss for the corresponding theorems in the problems of Mayer (V, p. 311)

and Lagrange (IX, p. 683). It is also an immediate corollary of a theorem

established by Morse and Myers for the problem of Bolza (X, p. 245).

Theorem 2:1. // the functions \a(x) are a set of multipliers with which an

admissible arc Ei2 satisfies the equations (2:2), then for every set of admissible

variations £1} £2, r]i(x) along E12 the functions r]i(x) satisfy the equations

(2:3) Ftt. v< = 0

for every interval x'x".

This result is readily provable by multiplying the equations of variation

4>aVirii + <t>aVi'Vi    = 0

by the multipliers \a(x), adding, and applying the usual integration by parts

with the help of equations (2:2).

An admissible arc El2 is said to be normal relative to the end conditions

^ = 0 if there exist for it 2«+l sets of admissible variations £[, £2> v"(x) sucn

that the determinant | ̂ fP(^', n°) I is different from zero, where

%(è, v) = (Pm + yn' lApyJfi + ^MiiiVn + (text + ya Pmùh + favaVx,
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the functions y<, y[ occurring explicitly and in the derivatives of ^p being

those belonging to En. The arc £12 is normal on the sub-interval x'x" if there

exist for it 2« —1 sets of admissible variations £î, £, ^(z) such that the

matrix
Vi'(x')

vï(x")
(2:4)

(2:5)

has rank 2re —1. On account of the relation (2:3) this is the highest rank at-

tainable for a matrix with columns of this sort belonging to an arc that satis-

fies the equations (2:2) with a set of multipliers \a(x). For convenience an arc

that is normal relative to the end conditions yp„ = 0 will be designated simply

as normal.

Theorem 2:2. An admissible arc En that satisfies the necessary condition

I is normal if and only if there exist for it no set of multipliers \a(x), not vanish-

ing simultaneously, with which it satisfies equations (2:2) and for which the

determinant

0 FVi,(xi) 0 -Fv,(xi)

Tpexi + yd IrV«,      IrW &.*2 + ?«' tpvn fava

vanishes on En. If Ei2 is normal the constant h defined below can be taken equal

to 1, and its multipliers ~Ka(x) are then unique.

To prove the theorem we first notice that the arc En is normal if and only

if there exist for it no set of constants and multipliers U, l„, Xa(x) having

/o = 0 but not vanishing simultaneously with which it satisfies the relations

(2:2) and

h(gXl + yiigva) + lp(h*i + yd irW) = 0,

,„   ,, log*« + Wmi = Fv,(xi),
(¿'.b)

h(gxt + ydgViJ) + /p(^pxs + yd hut) = 0,

hgVii + hhmt = ~ FVi'(xi).

This criterion for normality is readily established by the same methods as

those used by Bliss for the case when En is an extremal (V, p. 311). If for a

set of multipliers Xa(*) belonging to £12 the determinant (2:5) vanishes, then

there is a set U, h, c\a(x) having /o = 0 and satisfying the equations (2:6).

Hence £12 could not be normal. On the other hand if the determinant (2:5) is

different from zero for every set of multipliers \a(x) with which En satisfies

equations (2:2), then there can be no set h, lP, \,(x) with /0 = 0 satisfying the

equations (2:6). Consequently in this case En is normal. The last statement

in the theorem is readily established by the methods used by Bliss for the

case when £12 is an extremal (V, p. 311).
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Theorem 2:3. // an admissible arc Ei2 is normal on x'x" and satisfies the

equations (2:2) with a set of multipliers \a(x), then these multipliers are unique on

the interval x'x" except for a constant factor.

This is a result of the relation (2:3) which implies that the constants

EVi'(x'), FVif(x") are unique except for a constant factor since it is possible

to select a matrix (2:4) having rank 2« — 1 on x'x". The multipliers belonging

to E\2 on the interval x'x" are then also unique except for a constant factor

since they are completely determined when the set of values Ft(> (x') is speci-

fied (IX, p. 680).

3. The family of extremals. An extremal is an admissible arc with a set

of multipliers not vanishing simultaneously

y¿ = yi(x),   X« = K(x) (xi = x - X2)

which have continuous derivatives y[ (x), y" (x), X« (x) and satisfy the Euler-

Lagrange equations

(3:1) (d/dx)FVi—FVi = 0,   4>a = 0.

Such an extremal is non-singular if the determinant

Fn'n' <t>ßVi'
K —

<t><*Vk' 0

is different from zero along it. Along a non-singular extremal Ei2 the equations

(3:2) FVi,(x, y, y', X) = z{,    <t>a(x, y, y') = 0

can be solved for the variables y I, X« in a neighborhood of the values (x, y, z)

on the arc Ei2. The solution has the form

(3:3) y I = PÁx, y, z),   X„ = Aa(x, y, z),

and has continuous partial derivatives of the first two orders since the first

members of equations (3:2) have such derivatives. The system of equations

(3:1) is now equivalent to the system

(3:4)        dyi/dx = Pi(x, y, z),   dz¡/dx = FVi[x, y, P (x, y, z), A(x, y,z)\.

The functions F, P¿, A« satisfy the homogeneity relations

F(x, y, y', k\) = kF(x, y, y', X),

(3:5) Pi(x, y, kz) = Pi(x, y, z),

Ka(x, y, kz) = k\«(x, y, z) (k ^ 0).

The first of these relations is a consequence of the definition of F. The last two

follow from the fact that the two sets
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[*, y, kz, P(x, y, z), kA(x, y, z)],

[x, y, kz, P(x, y, kz), A(x, y, kz)]

satisfy equations (3:2) and must be identical since the solutions P, A of

these equations are unique when x, y, z are given.

Through every element (x0, yo, z0) in a neighborhood of the set of values

(x, y, z) on the extremal £]2 there passes a unique solution

(3:6) y i = yt(x, x0, yo, z0),   z¡ = »<(*, x0, yo, z0)

of equations (3:4) for which the functions y¿, y<x, ziy zix have continuous partial

derivatives of the first two orders since the second members of equations (3:4)

have such derivatives. The functions y<(«, x0, yo, za), kzi(x, xa, yo, z0) are solu-

tions of equations (3:4), on account of the homogeneity properties (3:5),

and have the initial values (x, y, z) = (x0, yo, kz0). Since the solutions with

these initial values are unique it follows that

yi(x, xo, y0, kz0) = y{(x, x0, yo, z0),

Zi(x, xo, yo, kzo) = kzi(x, xo, yo, z0).

Since each curve (3:6) has an initial set at x = Xio we lose none of them if we

replace x0 by the fixed value Xio. Furthermore not all the constants zi0 are

zero at the initial element of Eu. We may therefore renumber the solutions

(3:6) so that zn0 is different from zero. On account of the homogeneity rela-

tions (3:7) it follows that, the initial elements (¡do, yo, z0), (x\o, yo, kz0) deter-

mine the same curves yi = y%(x, iCio, yo, z0). Hence we lose none of these curves

if we assign to zn0 the fixed value of z„ belonging to £]2 at the point 1. Let us

for convenience rename the constants yi0, y2o, ■ • • , y no, Zi0, • • ■ , z„_li0

and call them cx, c2, • • • , c2n-i respectively. The family (3:6) then takes the

form

(3:8) yi = yi(x,c),   Zi = Zi(x,c).

The equations

Ci = yi(Xl0, C),      Cn+ r =  ZT(Xio, c),      Z„Q = Zn(Xl0, c)

express the fact that the solutions (3:8) pass through the initial element

(X, yi, •  ■  • , y„, Zi, •  •  • , Z„_i, Z„)  =  (#10, Ci,  •      ■ , Cn, Cn+l,  • •  • , C2n-1, z„o)

and from them we find by differentiation that the determinant

yu.      o
(3:9)

zic, Zi

takes the value z„0 at x = x]0. When we substitute the functions (3:8) in
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equations (3:3) a set of functions ~Ka(x, c) is determined, and we have the

final result :

Theorem 3:1. Every non-singular extremal arc Ei2 is a member of a (2n — 1)-

parameter family of extremals

(3:10) yt = yi(x, c),   X« = \a(x, c) (xi S. x_á¡ x»)

for special values (xu x2, c) = («10, #20, Co). The functions y,-, y&,, z,-, «&, Xa have

continuous first and second partial derivatives in a neighborhood of the values

(x, c) defining El2, and for the special values (¡rio, c0) the determinant (3:9) is

different from zero.

4. The second variation for a normal extremal. Consider a normal ex-

tremal arc £12 with ends satisfying the conditions ^, = 0. Let ¿1, £2, Vi(x) be a

set of admissible variations along Ei2 satisfying the equations M^fê, n)=0.

It can be shown that there is a one-parameter family of admissible arcs

(4:1) y{ = yi(x, b),   xi(b) = x = x2(b),

satisfying the end conditions ^P=0, containing En for b = 0, and having

£i> £a, Vi(x) as its variations along P]2(IX, p. 695). The functions xi(b), x^Çb),

yi(x, b), ya(x, b) are continuous in a neighborhood of the values (x, b) defining

En, and their derivatives xu, Xibb, x2b, x2bb, yix, y^b, ym have the same property

except possibly at the values of x defining the corners of the arc r¡i = rn(x)

(xi = x = x2) in xrj-sp&ce.

When the equations

i(b) = g[xi(b), y(xi(b), b), Mb), y(x2(b), b)\,

0 = iP[xi(b), y(xi(b), b), ssW, y(x2(b), b)],

0= 4>a[x,y(x,b), y'(x,b)}

are multiplied by constants and multipliers h, lP, ~Ka(x), where h, lP are to be

determined later and the functions \a(x) are the multipliers belonging to En,

it is found by suitable additions that

hg(b) = G[xi(b), y(xi(b), b), x,(b), y(x2(b), b)],

0 = F[x,y(x,b),y'(x,b),K(x)\,

where G=log+lßfa. By differentiating these equations for b it follows further

that
log'(b) = (G*i + yáGVil)xit + GVilyib(xi)

+ (Gz, + yáGVii)x2b + GVityih(xi),

0 = F,tya + Fy,yib',
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and a second differentiation gives for b = 0

/og"(0) = (GX1 + ydGua)xm + GViiyibb(xi) |»-«

(4:2) +(Gx, + ydGVit)x2hh + GVilyibb(xi) |"">

+ Q[ti,v(xi).Hi,v(xi)},

(4:3) 0 = FViyibb + FVi>yibb' | »-" + 2u(x, v, r,'),

where Q is a quadratic form in the variations £i, r¡i(xi), £2, Vi(x2) of the family

(4:1) along £12 and

(4:4) 2co(x, v, n') = FViykViVk + 2FViVh-i]ink' + Ft{>n> Vi'vk'.

When equation (4:3) is integrated from Xi to x2, it is found with the help of

the Euler-Lagrange equations (3:1) that

(4:5) 0 = Fyt-ym

X, /.Ij

+   I    2oi(x, ij, n')dx.
xi J xi

From the hypothesis (c) of § 2, and since £12 is normal, we can determine the

constants h, lP to satisfy equations (2:6) with Z0 = 1. Hence by adding equations

(4:2) and (4:5) it follows that the second variation I2 along £12 can be ex-

pressed in the form

(4:6) I2 = g"(0) = Q[ii, r,(xi), fc, V(xd] + Ç2u(x, v, n')dx,
J xi

and this expression must be ^0 for every set of admissible variations £1, £2,

Vi(x) along £12 satisfying the conditions ^p(£, n) =0.

Since £]2 is normal the relation (2:3) and Theorem 2:2 imply that every

set of admissible variations £1, £2, í?¡(#) along £J2 satisfying the conditions

^ = 0 also satisfies the equations £i = r;¿(a;]) =£2 = ^(22) =0. Hence in the

expression (4:6) the value of the quadratic form Q is always zero, and we

have the following theorem:

Theorem 4:1. Along a normal extremal arc En with ends satisfying the

conditions ^„ = 0 the second variation is always expressible in the form

J2w(x, v, »'.
11

)dx

for all admissible variations £1( £2, Vi(x) satisfying the equations ^p = 0, where

2co is the quadratic form (4:4). If g(Ei2) is to be a minimum for the problem of

Mayer as here proposed, then this second variation must be 2:0 for every set of

admissible variations i)i(x) satisfying the relations

(4:7) nt(xi) = »¿(x2) = 0.
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Since the functions rn(x) satisfy the differential equations of variation

(4:8) $«(x, r¡, r,') = <t>avivi + <W/¿ = 0

it is clear that the properties of the second variation suggest a minimum

problem which is a problem of Lagrange (cf. VI, p. 16), namely, that of

minimizing I2 in the class of arcs

(4:9) ví = Vi(x) (xi á * Û Xi)

satisfying equations (4:8) and passing through the fixed points (x\, 0),

(x2, 0) in ¡»»/-space as indicated by equations (4:7). One readily verifies that

this problem is abnormal since, as was seen in §2, the rank of the matrix (2:4)

cannot exceed 2« — 1 on En- However, by a suitable modification of the end

conditions the problem can be made normal. For this purpose we replace the

condition that the arc (4:9) passes through the fixed points (xi, 0), (x2, 0) in

#r?-space by the conditions

(4:10)        xi — ai = vi(xi) = x2 — a2 = 171(^2) = 0 (I = 1, • • • ,n;l 7±p),

where p is chosen so that F „p/(#2)^0. The two sets of end conditions are

equivalent since the relation (2:3) implies that r¡v(x2) =0 whenever the con-

ditions (4:10) are satisfied.

To prove that the new accessory problem just described is normal we use

the fact that since £12 is normal there is a determinant of the form [ ̂ ^"¡v") \

which is different from zero on Ei2. The matrix of this determinant is the

product of two matrices, the first of which is formed by deleting the first row

of the matrix (2:5) and has rank 2n+l, and the second of which is a matrix

having 2m+1 columns of the form

(4:11) £i, i?t(*i), S, V'(*t).

This second matrix must also have rank 2n+l if the original determinant is

to be different from zero, and the determinant formed from this second

matrix by leaving out the row of elements n^(x2) must be different from zero,

as one readily sees with the help of the relation (2:3). This last determinant

is however one of the form whose non-vanishing insures the normality of the

accessory problem with end conditions (4:10).

The Euler-Lagrange equations for the zr/-problem are the equations

(4:12) (d/dx) fiv - av. = 0,    $«(x, 7?, „') = 0,

where Q(x, r¡, r¡', p) =p0co+pa<ï,a. These equations are known as the accessory

equations for the original Mayer problem.
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Theorem 4:2. If the functions mo = 1, pa(x) are a set of multipliers with

which an admissible arc (4:9) for the xn-problem satisfies equations (4:12),

then every set of functions po = 1, pa(x) having this property is of the form Po = 1,

pa(x) =ßa(x)+k\a(x), where the functions ~\a(x) are the multipliers for Ei2 and

k is an arbitrary constant.

This follows because if po = 1, pa(x) ave a second set of multipliers for the arc

(4:9), then the differences pa(x) — ßa(x) must be multipliers for the original

problem and hence be of the form pa(x) —ßa(x) =k\a(x), since £12 is normal.

This proves the theorem (cf. VI, p. 19).

An admissible arc (4:9) having associated with it a set of multipliers p.o>

ßa(x) with which it satisfies equations (4:12) will also satisfy the transver-

sality condition for the accessory problem just described if it satisfies the rela-

tion Çlr,p'(xi) =0 (IX, p. 693). Since £12 is normal and FUp>(x¿)9¿0 it follows

that a solution r¡i(x), po = l, Pa=ßa(x)+k\a(x) of equations (4:12) satisfies the

transversality condition Q„p>(x2)=0 for a suitably selected value of the

constant k.

Let us now assume that £12 is also non-singular. Then the determinant R

is different from zero along £12, and the equations

P"ii'(x, V, v', ß) = f¿,     $a(x, r¡, y') = 0

with Mo = 1 can be solved for the variables 77/, ßa. The solution has the form

■ni = Hi(x, n, f),   ßa = Ma(x, -q, f),

and the accessory equations (4:12) with /¿o = l are now equivalent to the

equations

dni/dx = Hi(x, ij, f),
(4:13)

dÇi/dx = n,.[x, 77, H(x, v, f), M(x, 77, DJ,

which are linear and homogeneous in the variables ??¿, ¿\. They have the solu-

tion r)i=0, Çi = Zt(x), where z¿(x) are the values of the derivatives FVi> along

£12, since the corresponding values t?,- = 0, /x„=X<t reduce the first equations

(4:12) to the Euler-Lagrange equations (3:1). It is known that for equations

(4:13) a set of 2w — 1 solutions «¿„ via, whose determinant

«,-,        0
(4:14)

Vi. Zi

is different from zero for one value of *, has that determinant different from

zero for all values of x. Furthermore every solution (ti¡, fi) of equations (4:13)

is expressible in the form

(4:15) m — csuis,    fi = c,Vi, + kzi,
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where ca, k are constants (IV, pp. 153-4). One readily verifies that the columns

of the determinant (3:9) are a set of solutions of equations (4:13) like those

in the columns of (4:14) (IX, p. 726).

As an immediate consequence of the relation (4:15) it follows that there

is one and only one solution (r¡i, $",•) of equations (4:12) taking prescribed

values Vio, f <o at a given value Xo. In particular the only solution taking the

values ?7,o = fio = 0 at x = x0 is the solution 77<=fj=iO. Furthermore, since £]2 is

normal the only solution having Wi=0 on XiX2 is the solution *7¿—0, $\ =

kzi(x). The same is true on a sub-interval x'x" provided Ei2 is normal on this

sub-interval.

5. The necessary condition of Mayer. A value x3j^Xi is said to define a

point 3 conjugate to 1 on Pi2 if there exists a solution ■ni = ui(x), po — 1,

pa=pa(x) of equations (4:12) whose functions u{(x) satisfy the relations

Ui(x\) =Ui(x3) =0 but are not all identically zero on XiX3.

IV. The necessary condition of Mayer. Let Ei2 be a non-singular nor-

mal extremal arc, normal on every pair of sub-intervals XiX3 and x3x2. If En is a

minimizing arc for the problem of Mayer as here proposed, then between 1 and 2

on En there can be no points 3 conjugate to 1.

If there were a solution r]i = ui(x), po = l, pa=pa(x) of equations (4:12)

whose functions u{(x) vanish at Xi and x3 but are not all identically zero on

Xix3, then for the functions r¡i(x), p0, pa(x) defined by the equations

r¡i(x)   =  Ui(x),        po  =   1,        Pa(x)   =  Pa(x) On XlX3,

(5:1)
r¡i(x) s 0, po = 1,     pa(x) =0       on x3x2

the second variation I2 would take the value zero (IX, p. 726). It follows that

the arc

(5:2) r¡i = Vi(x) (xi è x ^ x2)

would be a minimizing arc for the ^-problem since P12 is to be a solution of

the original problem. Hence there would be associated with the arc (5:2) a

function Q, = ù3+pa$a with which it would satisfy the accessory equations

(4:12), the transversality condition QVv>(x2) =0, and the condition that the

derivatives tiVi>(x) are continuous on the interval Xix2. As was seen above the

most general multipliers possible for the functions t\i(x) would have the forms

Mo = l, Pa=pa(x)+c\a(x) on the interval XiX3 and juo = 1, pa = d\a(x) on the

interval x3x2. On account of the transversality condition fi,p, (x2) =0 it is

found that d = 0 since FVp.(x2) ̂0. Hence at # = £3 the corner condition would

require
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Qf<. (x3 — 0) = a,,,- (x,u,u') + (pa + c\a) 4>av¡> \x> = 0.

It follows that there would exist for the arc (5:2) a set of multipliers Mo = l,

ßa=Pa(x)+cKa(x) such that at x = x3 the functions f¡=» ^m'(x, u, u', p+c\)

vanish as well as r\i = Ui. Hence the functions r\i(x), Çi(x) would all vanish

identically on XiX3 which is not the case, and the theorem is therefore es-

tablished (cf. VI, p. 18).

6. The determination of conjugate points. Consider a non-singular, nor-

mal extremal arc £]2 that is normal on every sub-interval «1*3.

Theorem 6:1. Let uu, vis be 2n — l solutions of equations (4:13) whose

determinant (4:14) is different from zero at x = Xi. A value x3^Xi determines a

point 3 conjugate to 1 on En if and only if the matrix

(6:1)

has rank <2n—l.

uis(x3)

uia(xi)

This theorem is a simple extension of a theorem given by Larew and can

be proved by the same methods (VI, p. 20).

If now we select 2re — 1 solutions uis, via of equations (4:13), as in Theorem

6:1, and such that at x = Xi the functions Uu(x) have the values

M.r(tfi) = 0,    Ui,n-i+k(xi) = Sik (on = 1, 5ik = 0 iori^k),

then it is clear that the matrix (6:1) for this set has rank 2re —1 if and only

if the matrix ||m,>(:*;3)|| has rank re —1. With this in mind we can prove the

following theorem:

Theorem 6:2. Let uik, vik be n solutions of equations (4:13) which atx = x}

satisfy the relations

Uir(xi)  = 0, I ViT(xi) Zi(Xi) I   5¿ 0,

Uin(xi)  = Zi(Xi), Vin(Xi)  =  0.

A value x3 ¥" xx determines a point 3 conjugate to Ion En if and only if D(x3) = 0,

where D(x) = \ uik(x) \.

The theorem follows at once from our previous considerations if we show

that D(x3) vanishes if and only if the matrix j] «*£7.(ar3)j] has rank <« —1. If

now D(x3) =0, then there exist constants ak, not all zero, such that uik(x3)ak

= 0. On account of the relation (2:3) for the functions r]i(x) =uik(x)ak and

the values of uik at x = Xi it follows that
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0 = Zi(x3) uik(x3)ak = Zi(xi) uik(xi)ak = Zi(xi) Zi(xi)aH.

Hence a„ = 0, and the matrix ||Mir(«3)|| has rank <n — 1. The converse is im-

mediate, and the theorem is established.

7. Mayer fields and a fundamental sufficiency theorem. The importance

of the introduction of the notion of an (w+l)-dimensional field in the space

of points (x, yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn) for the problems of Mayer will be seen from the

following considerations.

Definition of a Mayer field. A Mayer field for the problem considered

in this paper is a region % in ry-space containing only interior points and

having associated with it a set of functions pi(x, y),\a(x, y) with the following

properties :

(a) they have continuous first partial derivatives in g ;

(b) the sets [x, y, p(x, y) ] defined by the points (x, y) in g are aU ad-

missible ;

(c) the integral

I* =  j {F(x, y, p, \)dx + (dyi - Pidx)FVi,(x, y, p, X)}

formed with these functions is independent of the path in g.

This definition of a field is precisely the one given by Bliss for the problem

of Lagrange except for the form of the function F(IX, p. 730). It should be

noted that for the problem of Mayer here discussed the function F(x, y, p, X)

vanishes identically in g, which is not in general true for the problems of

Lagrange. Bliss has shown that the solutions y,(x) of the equations dyi/dx

= pi(x, y) are extremals with multipliers Xa(x, y(x)), called extremals of the

field. It is clear that the value of I* is zero along every extremal of the field.

Theorem 7:1. // Ei2 is a normal extremal arc of a field g with ends satis-

fying the conditions \pp = 0, then there is a neighborhood N of the ends of En in

(xiyix2y2)-space such that for every admissible arc C34 in % with ends in N satis-

fying the conditions </v = 0 the formula

(7:1)       g(C3i) - g(El2) = (1/Xo)   f 'E[x, y, p(x, y), \(x, y), y']dx
J x%

holds, where X0 is a suitably chosen positive constant,

E(x, y, p, X, y') = F(x, y, y', X) - F(x, y, p, X) - (y[ - p{) FVi>(x, y, p, X),

and the arguments yi(x), yi (x) occurring in the integrand are those belonging to
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As a first step in the proof consider the equations

g(xi, y\, x2, y2) = g,    ¿„(xi, yi, xi, y2) = 0.

By hypothesis they are satisfied by the set [xu yx, x2, y2, g(En) ] belonging to

£12. Since the determinant (2:1) is different from zero these equations have

solutions of the form

(7:2) xi = Xi(g),    yn-yn(g),    x2 = x2(g),    y a = ya(g)

which have continuous second derivatives in a neighborhood of the value

g=g(En). Furthermore, in a sufficiently small neighborhood N of the ends

of £12 the only solutions are those defined by equations (7:2). These equations

define two arcs A, B through the ends of £12.

The equations

hgx,  +1^^ = - p¡FVi'(x,y,p,\)\\

logva + hhvu = Fy{'(x, y, p, X) I \

log*,  + Wp*, =      piFVi-(x, y, p, X) 12,

hgy„ + hin* = -    FVi>(x, y, p, X) 12,

where the variables Xi, yn, x2, yi2 are replaced by the right members of equa-

tions (7:2), determine continuous functions h(g), lP(g). When they are multi-

plied by the differentials dxi, dyn, dx2, dyi2 belonging to the arcs A, B and

added, it is found that
2

(7:3) hdg = - F,t.(dyt - pidx)   .
1

In order to compare the values of g for the arcs £12 and C34 this last equation

may be integrated from g=g(Ei2) to g = g(C3i). By then applying the first law

of the mean to the left member, an equation of the form

(7:4) X0[g(C34) - g(Ei2)} = 7*0413) - I*(B2i)

is obtained, where Xo is a suitably selected mean value of the function /0(g)

on £12. Since £12 is normal we may suppose Zo = 1 on £12, according to the

agreement made in §2. Consequently the neighborhood N can be chosen so

small that lo(g) >0 and hence Xo>0 in N. Furthermore, since 7* is independ-

ent of the path in % it is clear that

(7:5) I*(Ai3) - I*(B2i) = I*(En) - I*(C3i) = - Z*(C34),

the last equality being valid since I* vanishes identically along the extremal

£12 of the field. The theorem now follows at once from equations (7:4) and

(7:5) since, as is easily seen, the value of — 7*(C34)/X0 is equal to the value of

the second member of equation (7:1).
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It is now possible to prove the following important theorem :

Theorem 7:2. A fundamental sufficiency theorem. Let a normal ex-

tremal arc En be an extremal of a field %. Suppose that the ends of E12 satisfy the

conditions ^, = 0 and that there is a neighborhood N of these ends in (xiyix2y2)-

space such that no other extremal of the field has ends in N satisfying the equations

\pf = 0.If at each point of $ the condition

E[x, y, p(x, y), \(x, y), y'] > 0

holds for every admissible set (x, y, y') ^ (x, y, p), then the neighborhood N can be

so restricted that the inequality g(C3i) >g(El2) is true for every admissible arc

C3i in $ with ends in N satisfying the conditions ^„ = 0 and not identical with

En-

To prove this, restrict N so as to be effective as in Theorem 7:1. It follows

at once from Theorem 7:1 that the inequality g(C3i) ̂ g(Eu) is necessarily

satisfied by every admissible arc C3i in g with ends in N satisfying the con-

ditions ^„=0. The equality sign is appropriate only when the E-iunction

vanishes along C34, that is, only when y' = pi at each point of C3i. But in that

case C3i would be an extremal of the field and would coincide with £i2 since

En is the only extremal of the field with ends in N satisfying the conditions

8. An auxiliary theorem. A normal extremal arc Pi2 is said to satisfy the

Clebsch condition III' if at each element (x, y, y', X) on it the inequality

Fyi,yk,niTtk > 0

holds for every set (ITi, • • • , 11^^(0, • • • , 0) which is a solution of the

equations c6aVi,IIi = 0. The arc En satisfies the Mayer condition IV if there is

no point 3 conjugate to 1 on Pi2 between 1 and 2 or at 2.

In this section we propose to construct n solutions Uik, Vik of equations

(4:13) whose determinant | Uik(x)\ is different from zero on #1X2 as stated

in Theorem 8:1 below. To do this we consider a normal extremal arc Pi2 that

is normal on every sub-interval xxx3 and satisfies the conditions III', IV

just described. From the condition III' we conclude that £12 is non-singular

(IX, p. 735).

Lemma 8:1. There is an interval x\<x = xi+h on which there is no point 3

conjugate to 1 on Ex2.

This lemma is readily proved by the methods used by Bliss to establish

the corresponding theorem for the problem of Lagrange (IX, pp. 737-740).

Bliss makes the stronger assumption that En is normal on every sub-interval

x'x", a restriction which is useful if we wish to show that there are no pairs
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of conjugate points whatsoever on £]2 defined by values x'x" on an interval

Xi ̂ .x^Xi+h. It can, however, be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that £«

is normal on every sub-interval X\X3 if we wish to consider only the points 3

conjugate to 1 on £i2.

For every pair of solutions (77^ f ¿), (w¿, z>¿) of equations (4:13) it is known

that the expression ViVi—ugi is a constant. If this constant is zero, then the

two solutions are called conjugate solutions of equations (4:13). A set of re

mutually conjugate solutions of equations (4:13) is said to form a conjugate

system of solutions.

Consider now the system of solutions uik, vik of equations (4:13) defined in

Theorem 6:2. One readily verifies that this system forms a conjugate system

if the functions vik(x) are modified so that they satisfy the relation z¡(zi)

•Vik(xi) =0. This can be done by adding to the solution Uik, Vik suitable mul-

tiples of the solution 77¡=0, f,=»Zj(*). Furthermore, since £12 satisfies the

condition IV it follows from Theorem 6:2 and Lemma 8:1 that the deter-

minant |mü(x)| is different from zero on the interval Xi<x^x2. When the

matrices ||«i*||, ||!\*|| are multiplied on the right by the inverse of the matrix

||«tt(^i)|| a new conjugate system -r\ik, Çik is formed which takes values 5«,

Bik at x = x2, where hik equals 0 or 1 according asi ¿¿k or i = k, and Bik=Bki. It

is clear that the determinant | r)ik(x) | is also different from zero on the inter-

val Xi <xikx2. Hence the «-parameter family of solutions of equations (4:13)

(8:1) Vi=Vikak,   f•• = £«a*    (ft ^ â ü)

simply covers a region $ of points (x, vi, • • • , nn) whose «-coordinates lie on

the interval XiKx^x^. Each arc of this family intersects the hyperplane

x = x2 in points whose 17-coördinates are the parameters ak defining the arc.

Furthermore, on the hyperplane x = x2 the Hubert integral I2* for the xr¡-

problem defined by the family (8:1) takes the form

72* =    \2Uditi =   \2Bikakdai =    \d(Bikaiak)

and hence is independent of the path. It follows that the family (8:1) defines

a field ij (IX, p. 733), and the following lemma is established:

Lemma 8:2. If r\ik, f« is a conjugate system of solutions taking at x = x2 the

values bik, Bikjust defined, then the determinant \ 7]ik(x) \ is different from zero on

the interval Xi<x^x2. Furthermore the n-parameter family (8:1) of solutions of

the accessory equations defines a Mayer field over a region % of points (x, rji,

• ■ ■ , Vn) whose x-coordinates lie on the interval Xi < x :S x2.

Lemma 8:3. For every extremal T3ifor the xrj-problem joining points (x, 77)
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= (x3, 0) and (x, r¡) = (x2, a), with xi = x3<x2, the relation

(8:2) 72(r34) - Bikaiak = 0

holds, where

I2 =   I 2ü)(x, rj, r¡')dx.

A

Consider first the case when x3>Xi. According to Lemma 8:2 the Hubert

integral I* for the integral I2 is independent of the path in g. Hence

(8:3)
/2*(r34) = I2*(A32) + h*(Ltù

= 2Bikr]idr¡k = Bikaiak.
J L,.

Since T34 is admissible it follows that

(8:4) ii(r,o - /2*(r34) =   f   Eadx,

where Ea is the Weierstrass £-function formed for the function 2 fi. By the

use of Taylor's expansion one readily verifies that the condition III' on £i2

implies that Ea = 0 along r34. Hence from equations (8:3) and (8:4) it is

clear that the inequality (8:2) is true whenever x3>Xi. If now x3 = Xi then

r34 is an extremal of the field and by direct integration it is found that

/2(r34) =Bikaiak. Hence the lemma is established.

The following theorem gives us the result described at the beginning of

this section.
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Theorem 8:1. Let Uik, Vik be a conjugate system of solutions of equations

(4:13) having atx = x2 the initial values oik, Hik = Bik — hik, where Sik, Bik are

the values described above. For such a system the determinant \ Uik(x) \ is differ-

ent from zero on the whole interval Xi = x = x2 and nik = Hki.

In the first place |J7i*(:r2)| =1. If now |í/'íí(íi*)| vanishes for a value

x3 (xi i£x3 <x2), then there exist constants ak, not all zero, such that Uik(x3)ak

= 0. The equations

Vi = Uikak,    f i = Vikak

define an arc T3i as in Lemma 8:3. By direct integration it is found that for

this arc

/2(T34) — Bikaiak = (Bik — 5ik)aiak — Bikaiak = — a(ai< 0.

This contradicts the result obtained in Lemma 8:3. Hence | t7¿¡fc(:E3)| is dif-

ferent from zero on the whole interval xxx2 as was to be proved.

9. The construction of a field. In order to construct a field we need the

following theorem :

Theorem 9:1. Suppose that an n-parameter family of extremals

(9:1) y i = yi(x, au ■ ■ ■ , an),     K = K(x, au ■ ■ ■ , an)

is intersected by an n-dimensional manifold

(9:2) x = xi(ai, • • • , an), y¡ = y¿[*i(ai, • • • , an), ah ■ ■ ■ , an]

and simply covers a region g of xy-space containing only interior points. If the

parameter values of the extremal through the point (x, y) are denoted by a{(x, y),

then the region g is a field with slope-functions and multipliers

(9:3) Pi(x, y) = yix[x, a(x, y)],    \a(x, y) = \a[x, a(x, y)]

provided that the integral I* is independent of the path on the n-dimensional

manifold (9:2).

This theorem has been established by Bliss for the problem of Lagrange

(IX, p. 733). The proof is the same for the problem considered here.

Theorem 9:2. If a normal extremal arc E12 is normal on every sub-interval

XiX3 and satisfies the conditions III', IV, then El2 is a member of an n-parameter

family of extremals (9:1) whose determinant \yi<xk\ is different from zero along

E\2. Furthermore En is an extremal arc of afield g simply covered by the family.

To prove this let W(ax, ■ ■ ■ , an) be a function of the form

(9:4) W(a) = zaai + (l/2)Hik(ai - yi2)(ak - yk2),
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where the constants yi2, zi2 are the values of the functions yi(x), z{(x) defining

£]2 at x = Xi, and the Hik are the numbers belonging to the conjugate system

Une, Va defined in Theorem 8:1. When in equations (3:6) the set (x0, y to,

Zio) is replaced by the set (x2, af, Waj, an re-parameter family of extremals

y i = yi(x, Xi, a, Wa) = yi(x, a),

(9:5)
Zi = Zi(x, Xi, a, Wa) = Zi(x, a)

is defined and contains Ei2 for the special values ai = yi2. The multipliers

\a(x, a) associated with this family are determined by equations (3:3).

Furthermore, since each extremal (9:5) defined by parameter values a{ has

on it the element (x2, at, Wa), it follows that y¿a* = 5«, ziak = Waiak = Hik at

x = x2. Hence from Theorem 8:1 we conclude that the determinant \yiah\ is

different from zero along each extremal of the family (9:5). This family,

therefore, simply covers a neighborhood g of Eu. Moreover, on the hyper-

plane x = x2 the Hubert integral I* can be expressed in the form

7* =    fFyt.dyt =    fWaM =    fdW

and hence is independent of the path. Theorem 9:1 now justifies the theorem

that was to be proved.

Theorem 9:3. Let a normal extremal arc Ex2 be a member of an n-parameter

family of extremals (9:1) whose determinant |v;„t| is different from zero along

En. If the ends of Ei2 satisfy the conditions \pP = 0, then there is a neighborhood N

of these ends in (xiyix2y2)-space such that £12 is the only extremal of the family

with ends in N satisfying the conditions \pp = 0.

To prove this let £i2 be a member of the family (9:1) for the special par-

ameter values (#io, x20, a0). By hypothesis these values satisfy the equations

^P(xi, x2, a) = \pp[xi, y(xu a), x2, y(x2, a)] = 0.

The theorem now follows at once from implicit function theorems if we can

show that the matrix

(9:6)      ||^pil + yd tPVa       ^p*2 + yd iPVii       tPVilyiak(xi) + ^„^y^x^W

has rank «+2 on £12. To do this suppose that it had rank less than re+2. Then

there would exist constants biy b2, ck, not all zero, such that the relations

("rVi + Vil tpviuh + (<rV2 + yd 4'PVi2)bi + ÍPyilyiak(Xi)ck   +   TpPVi¿yia¿X2)Ck = o,

FVi'(xi)yiak(xi)ck - FSi'(x2)yiat(x2)ck = 0

would hold on £12. The last equation is precisely the relation (2:3) for the
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admissible variations r¡i = yiakck. On account of the normality of EX2 the deter-

minant (2:5) is different from zero on En. Hence we would have

bi = b2 = yiak(xio, ao)ck = y<ak(xio, a0)ck = 0.

But this is impossible since the determinant | yi«t| is different from zero along

£12. The matrix (9:6) therefore has rank ra+2 on Ei2, and the theorem is

established.

10. Sufficient conditions for relative minima. The condition I is defined in

§2, the Clebsch condition III' and the Mayer condition IV in §8. A normal

minimizing arc Ei2 is said to satisfy the Weierstrass condition ILjj' if at each

element (x, y, y', X) in a neighborhood Sft of those belonging to En the in-

equality

E(x, y, y', X, Y') > 0

holds for every admissible element (x, y, Y')^(x, y, y').

Theorem 10:1. Sufficient conditions for a strong relative mini-

mum. Let En be an admissible arc without corners and with ends satisfying the

conditions \pp=0. If EX2 is normal relative to the end conditions ^p=0, is normal

on every sub-interval X\X3 of XiX2, and satisfies the conditions I, ILjj', III', IV,

then there are neighborhoods % of En in xy-space and N of the ends of En in

(x\yiX2y2)-space such that the inequality g(C3i) >g(En) holds for every admissible

arc C34 in % with ends in N satisfying the conditions ^P = 0 and not identical with

En-

To prove this theorem we first notice that the condition I and the nor-

mality of En imply a unique set of multipliers \a(x) and constants c¿ with

which £12 satisfies equations (2:2) and for which h = l, as agreed upon in

Theorem 2:2. The condition III' implies further that £i2 is non-singular and

hence must be a single extremal arc, since it has no corners (IX, p. 735).

According to Theorem 9:2 we now see that £12 is an extremal of a field ^

with slope functions and multipliers pi(x,y),\a(x,y). It follows that if the

field g is taken sufficiently small, the values x, y, pi(x,- y), \a(x, y) belonging

to it will He in so small a neighborhood oí the sets (x, y, y', X) belonging to

£i2 that the condition ILj¿' will imply the inequality

E(x, y, p(x, y), X(«, y), y') > 0

for every admissible set (x, y, y')^(x, y, p) in g. Theorem 9:3 and the

fundamental sufficiency theorem 7:2 now justify the theorem that was to

be proved.
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Bliss (IX, pp. 736-37) has shown that if an extremal arc £i2 satisfies the

condition III' and is an extremal of a field g with slope functions and mul-

tipliers pi(x, y), \a(x, y), then the inequality

E[x,y,p(x,y),X(x,y),y'} >0

holds for every admissible set (x, y,y')?¿ (x, y, p) in a neighborhood $ of the

sets (x, y, y') on En. Hence by arguments like those in the preceding paragraph

the following theorem is justified:

Theorem 10:2. Sufficient conditions for a weak relative minimum.

If an admissible arc En satisfies all the conditions of the preceding theorem except

the condition IBft', then there are neighborhoods ty of the sets (x, y, y') on Ei2 and

N of the end values (x\, yi, x2, y2) of Ei2 such that the inequality g(C3¿) >g(Ex2)

is true for every admissible arc C3i whose elements (x, y, y') are all in $, whose

ends are in N and satisfy the conditions \f/„ = 0, and which is not identical with

En.

Suppose now that the functions \J/P are continuous at every pair of

distinct or coincident points in a neighborhood of those belonging to £)2.

Bliss has shown that if the ends of £12 are the only pair of distinct or coinci-

dent points on £]2 satisfying the conditions \hp = 0, then for every neighbor-

hood N of the ends of £12 in (xiyiX2y2) -space there is a neighborhood % of

£i2 in ¿ey-space such that every pair of points (xu yj), (xi, y2) in % satisfying

the conditions ypp = 0 are also in N (XII, p. 267). Hence by suitably restric-

ting the neighborhood g of £i2 in Theorem 10:1 we have the following

corollary :

Corollary 10:1. Let En be an admissible arc satisfying the conditions

described in Theorem 10:1. If further the ends of Ei2 are the only pair of distinct

or coincident points on £]2 satisfying the conditions ypp=0, then there is a neigh-

borhood % of En in xy-space such that the inequality g(C3i) >g(Ei2) holds for

every admissible arc C3i in 5 with ends satisfying the conditions \[/„ = 0 and not

identical with Ei2.

A similar corollary can be stated for weak relative minima.
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